In this paper we generalize the concept of the q-plate allowing arbitrary functions of both the radial and the azimuthal variables, and simulate their effect on uniformly polarized beams in the far-field regime. This gives a tool for achieving beams with hybrid states of polarization (SoPs), and alternative phase and intensity distributions. We propose an experimental device based on a liquid crystal on silicon (LCoS) display for emulating these generalized q-plates and show a new application that takes advantage of the pixelated nature of this kind of devices for representing discontinuous elements resulting from the random combination of two different q-plates, i.e. multiplexed q-plates. arXiv:1911.05766v1 [physics.optics] 
Introduction
Vortex beams carrying orbital angular momentum (OAM) have proven to be useful in a large number of applications ranging from classical implementations such as optical communications [1] , microscopy [2] micro-manipulation [3] and micro-machines design [4] , to the realization of quantum information protocols in high dimensional Hilbert spaces [5] and multilevel quantum key distribution [6] . On the other hand vector beams, characterized by showing a non uniform distribution of the SoP, have been widely studied because of their tight focusing properties [7] , besides its potential application to communications [8] , optical tweezers [9] , quantum entanglement [10] and more.
While light propagates through a homogeneous and isotropic medium, SoP and vorticity are separately conserved; but they may be coupled in presence of an anisotropic and inhomogeneous media. In 2006 Marrucci et al. introduced for this purpose the qplate, which consist of a half-wave retarder where the principal axis rotates with the azimuth angle [11] . Its matrix representation in the Jones formalism has the form M q (θ) = cos(2qθ) sin(2qθ) sin(2qθ) − cos(2qθ) ,
where 2q is the times the retarder's principal axis gives a whole turn around the center of the element. Although in the first years the design of the q-plates was mainly oriented to the conversion of spin angular momentum to OAM, over time these elements evolved towards the objective of obtaining vector and vortex beams conformed by complex superposition of SoPs and OAMs.
q-plates are typically inhomogeneous and anisotropic devices where the spin to orbital conversion (STOC) is related to the Pancharatnam-Berry phase. Even though they are highly versatile elements, with many potential applications in the field of singular optics, different approaches extending the concept of q-plates were proposed in order to obtain greater flexibility in the design and diversity of responses. Some of them are based on metasurfaces [12] which allow the combined use of the dynamic and geometric phases. Others create q-plates with different q values depending on the region of the element [13] , or make use of spatial light modulators (SLMs) to design q-plates with a non linear dependence of the azimuthal coordinate for binary codification [14] . In a recent paper [15] we propose the use of a generalized q-plate, allowing in its design non linear functions of the azimuthal coordinate for giving place to the generation of novel vortex and vector beams, and show a device based on a parallel aligned LCoS capable of achieving such distributions, hence emulating the generalized q-plate.
Here we propose the simulation of an element that rises from allowing arbitrary modulations of the polarization field of a beam, and in both polar coordinates r and θ, in such a way that we are able to explore complex vector and vortex beams, with novel polarization and phase structures. On the other hand we take the pixelated nature of the LCoS display as an advantage and propose a scheme for emulating multiplexed generalized q-plates, defined as discontinuous random combinations of two different q-plates, hence achieving superposition of vector or vortex beams with different q value. Superposition of vortex beams carrying OAM have shown multiple applications, for example for creating arbitrary OAM qudit states for quantum information [16] , for optical trapping and micromanipulation using residual OAM resulting from a superposition [17] , or for optical communications [18] ; while superposition of vector beams has been used for 3D polarization control [19] , improved interferometry [20] , and more.
The Jones matrix that describes this kind of generalized q-plate is
and it represents a half wave plate in which the director axis angle is an arbitrary function Φ(r, θ). When a linearly polarized beam passes through such an element, it becomes a vector beam with a structured polarization pattern in which the azimuth of the polarization ellipses varies as a function 2Φ(r, θ). On the other hand, when impinging with a circularly polarized beam, the phase of the beam becomes 2Φ(r, θ) while the polarization inverts its sense of rotation.
This way, generalized q-plates allow both the generation of vortex beams with phase singularities carrying OAM and vector beams with polarization singularities, showing many potential applications in the field of singular optics. As seen in a previous work [15] , interesting effects arise when these fields are propagated towards the far field regime.
In section 2 we show results of simulating the effect of some of these generalized q-plates on uniformly polarized input beams, in the far field approximation. In section 3 we show how to create superposition of vector or vortex beams by means of multiplexing different q-plates in the same element. This can be seen as a discontinuous generalized q-plate. Pixel by pixel modulation offered by SLMs makes this approach possible for experimental implementation. The main conclusions are given in section 4.
Simulation of generalized q-plates with radial and azimuthal dependence
Beams created from arbitrary functions Φ of the azimuthal and radial coordinates may show a variety of interesting effects in their amplitude, phase and polarization structure. In this section we show some examples of the different behaviors found. We simulated the effect of generalized q-plates of the form
on uniformly polarized beams, in the far field approximation. We used for the sake of simplicity the same functions Φ θ as in [15] , and only polynomial functions for Φ r . As a first example, figure 1 shows the results obtained in the far field for the generalized q-plate function Φ(r, θ) = −q r π(r/r 0 ) pr + q t (2π) 1−pt θ pt , when input light is vertically polarized. Regarding the azimuthal dependence, this function shows polynomial growth with power p t and total variation q t 2π. Radial function shows polynomial decreasing from the center with power p r , reaching a value of −q r π when r = r 0 , being r 0 the plate radius. This function describes a family of spiral distributions like those shown in the first row of figure 1. Figure 1 : (Color online) Some particular results for plates with polynomial growth both in r and θ. First row shows the generalized q-plate matrix argument 2Φ(r, θ) (modulo 2π), the other three rows show the intensity and polarization distributions, the azimuth, and the form factor, respectively, in the far field regime. Input polarization is vertical.
When p t = 1 (linear in θ), cylindrical symmetry in polarization and intensity distributions is preserved. In the case shown in the first column of figure 1 , the result is a cylindrical vector beam with a central singularity with topological charge q t = 1/2, which is measured as the times the polarization ellipse mayor axis gives a whole turn around the beams axis, this angle is refereed to as the polarization azimuth. In this case, in addition, intensity and polarization azimuth varies radially. For instance, along the first concentric intensity maximum the polarization is radial, while along the next minimum it is azimuthal.
Fourth row on figure 1 shows the form factor, f = b/a, which is the ratio between the minor b and mayor a axis of the polarization ellipse, and whose sign is defined negative for right-handed, and positive for left-handed sense of rotation. In order to plot the polarization ellipses we used a color code based on form factor. In a neighborhood near f = 0 we considered polarization to be linear (green), and around f = ±1 we considered polarization to be circular (blue), in any other case the polarization is elliptical (red). Yellow contours on the intensity images delimit areas with intensities below 0.5% of maximum value.
There is a wide variety of vector beams that can be created by changing the four parameters in the expression of Φ. When increasing the power p t we observed the same behaviour as reported in [15] , central singularity splits into several singularities with lower topological charge, and the linearly polarized vector beam becomes a beam with hybrid SoP. In the case where q r = 2, p r = 2, q t = 1 2 and p t = 2, there is a central intensity minimum around which polarization vector rotates, with topological charge 1. This singularity takes place between two C-points with topological charge − 1 2 , this is an isolated point of circular polarization with topological charge defined as above. There are two more C-points near these, with inverse topological charge, in such a way that total topological charge remains q t = 1/2. The degree of freedom in r allows to modulate the spacial distribution of intensity, and thus the position of polarization singularities and critical points.
Even though in the Fourier plane we obtained hybrid states of polarization, it is worth to mention that these beams carry no OAM. When a linearly polarized beam passes through a generalized q-plate it becomes a vector beam with linear polarization with orientation given by the function Φ(r, θ) [15] . During propagation, diffraction phenomenon creates hybrid SoPs, but OAM is conserved. For creating OAM from polarization structure it is necessary to achieve radial or azimuthal variation of the form factor, in the object plane [21] . This way, these beams carry only polarization topological charge, in the form of polarization vortexes and C-points. Regions of elliptical polarization with right and left sense of rotation are balanced in every case. Figure 2 shows results for the same cases than figure 1, when input light is left circularly polarized. Intensity minima match with form factor maximum points of the case with linearly polarized input, thus polarization singularities are "replaced" by phase singularities. A vertically polarized beam can be described as the balanced superposition of left and right circularly polarized beams, and after passing through the generalized q-plate, left circular polarization turns right, and vice versa. Then, it is reasonable that when input light is left circularly polarized, regions of the output beam corresponding to left circular maxima show no intensity. In this case, when growth in θ is non-linear, output intensity, phase and polarization distributions lose the rotation symmetry. These phase singularities can be seen as vortexes carrying OAM with topological charge ±1 depending on the phase gradient, the total OAM of the beam is given by the sum of the contributions, which gives 2q t . Figure 3 : (Color online) Some particular results for plates with polynomial growth in r and sinusoidal variation in θ. First row shows the generalized q-plate matrix argument 2Φ(r, θ) (modulo 2π), the other three rows show the intensity and polarization distributions, the azimuth, and the form factor, respectively, in the far field regime. Input polarization is vertical in all cases.
Another case explored is that of a polynomial growth in the radial variable with a sinusoidal variation in the azimuthal one. The simulated function is Φ(r, θ) = −q r π(r/r 0 ) pr − (π/2)[cos(q t θ) − 1]. Figures 3 and 4 show the results in this case, in a way analogous to the previous figures. When input light is vertically polarized, for odd q t values there appear form factor critical points (maxima and minima in these cases), which match with singular points in the azimuth, giving place to C-points with topological charges ± 1 2 . On the other hand for even q t values, form factor is uniformly 0 (linear polarization) and azimuth singularities arise matching the intensity zeroes. Since azimuthal modulation of the plate is sinusoidal, every singularity needs to "annihilate" another one with opposite charge, adding a total topological charge of 0. This way we get structured light with no net topological charge, neither from phase nor polarization. When input light is left circularly polarized there appear 2q t phase singularities (vortexes). When q is odd, these singularities match with half of the C-points mentioned in the case with linearly polarized input, and when q is even they match with every polarization singularity. The topological charges in every case add up to 0, consistent with the sinusoidal modulation in θ.
To implement experimentally these elements we propose a compact device that emulates the effect of the generalized qplates described above making use of the phase modulation provided by a phase only SLM. The proposed setup, sketched in figure 5 , uses a commercially available parallel aligned reflective liquid crystal on silicon (PA-LCoS) display, which introduces a programmable phase modulation to one linear component of the field (let us suppose that the director of the LC molecules is horizontally oriented).
For our purpose, the first half of the SLM is programmed with a phase modulation ψ = 2Φ(r, θ) and the second half with a phase modulation −ψ = −2Φ(r, θ). The quarter wave plate QWP2 is oriented at 45 • respect to the LC director, introducing a −90 • rotation of the polarization vector due to the double passage. This way, the Jones matrix describing the effect of the SLM is
Then, the phase programmed in the first half of the SLM is added to the vertical component of the field, and the phase programmed in the second half to the horizontal component. Quarter wave plate QWP1, oriented at 45 • , and QWP3 oriented at −45 • , transform the input and output beams accordingly in order to emulate the behaviour of a generalized q-plate, this is, adding the respective phase modulation to circularly polarized orthogonal components of the input field. Jones matrix of the whole device can be written as
This matrix representation coincides with that of the generalized q-plate (2), up to a global phase factor, then emulating all the expected behaviors. In addition, since it is possible to program the PA-LCoS pixel by pixel, it allows to make modifications at video rates, adding flexibility in the design of the mimicked plates. Lens L2 is useful for measuring the output beam at different propagation distances, between near and far field regimes, it can be removed for observing directly the intensity obtained at the exit of the device. 
Multiplexed q-plates and beam superposition
The possibility of using arbitrary functions Φ in the definition of the generalized q-plate and the ability of implementing these in SLMs, which allow pixel by pixel modulation, gives the ability of multiplexing various plates in the same device simultaneously, generating superposition of vector or vortex beams coming from different functions.
The use of a SLM leads to represent the function Φ (as a discontinuous version of itself) onto an array of square elements (pixels), which can take discrete phase values. Multiplexing can be achieved by selecting randomly two complementary sets of pixels, and representing on each set a different function. This random multiplexing scheme has been used previously to increase depth of focus of diffractive lenses [22] . This feature is possible due to the pixelated structure of the SLM and can not be accomplished by conventional q-plate devices.
As a simple example, we show the result of combining linear q-plates, where Φ(θ) = qθ, with different q values, onto a hypothetical array of 100 × 100 pixels. The functions for q 1 = 1/2 and q 2 = 1 are shown in figure 6 , together with the discontinuous Φ(r, θ) resultant from multiplexing both. Results for other different combinations are shown in figure 7 for input linear polarization and figure 8 for input left circular polarization. The superposition of beams coming from each set of pixels is obtained. This scheme can generate superposition of alternative vector or vortex beams with arbitrary topological charges. The relative weight of the components in the superposition can be varied by changing the size of the set of pixels assigned to each component, this can be easily done given the flexibility and speed provided by the use of SLMs. The number of superimposed beams can be increased, but in practice it is limited by the resolution of the SLM. Fraunhofer field coincides with the Fourier transform of the field at the q-plate plane. For a function g(r, θ) separable in polar coordinates this can be written in terms of an infinite sum of weighted Hankel transforms [23] ,
where c k is a complex coefficient and H k is the Hankel transform operator of order k,
being J k the kth-order Bessel function of the first kind, and g(r, θ) = g R (r)g Θ (θ). Far field coming from a q-plate with even 2q value only shows terms with even k value in the expression of (6), so the factor (−i) k = ±1. When 2q is an odd number, only terms with odd k value appear, then (−i) k = ±i. In the case of superposition q-plates with same parity, both contributions' phase factor differ in an even multiple of ±π/2, then generating uniform linear polarized vector beams with polarization singularities in the intensity minima, caused by destructive interference where added polarization vectors are parallel and have opposite phases. On the other hand, if the combined 2q values have different parity, the contributions' phase factor differ in an odd multiple of ±π/2, hence C-points take place at spots where added polarization vectors are orthogonal, and intensity does not show destructive interference. Higher q value q-plates create donut shaped beams with larger radii, so in the superposition, the inner region of the beam shows the structure of the one created by the lower q value q-plate, while in the outer region the higher q value predominates.
When input polarization is left circular (8), only remains in the far field the right circular contribution to the beams shown in figure 7 . Intensity minima in these cases are phase vortex carrying OAM, as expected. The scheme we propose not only allows the use of generalized and multiplexed q-plates with arbitrary functions (of which only a few examples are given here as a demonstration), but also gives speed an flexibility in the implementation, due to the use of a phase only LCoS display with high spatial resolution and video rate operation. This opens a wide range of possibilities for the creation of alternative vector and vortex beams.
Conclusion
We proposed a generalization of the concept of q-plate, allowing in its definition nonlinear functions of both radial and azimuthal variables, for creating novel vector or vortex beams, depending on the input state of polarization. We simulated the effect of these kind of element on uniformly vertical and left circular polarized beams.
In the far field regime, it is found that when losing linearity in the azimuthal variable, the conventional central singularity of vector/vortex beams divides into several singularities of minimum topological charge. In the cases where the input light is linearly polarized, the output beam can exhibit, either C-points with topological charge ± 1 2 , as well as other types of critical points of the form factor, or dark polarization singularities (flowers/webs). Distribution of left and right circular polarization regions are symmetrical. Circularly polarized input beams, result in the appearance of phase vortexes, carrying OAM with topological charge ±1. Two examples of function were shown, where the net polarization topological charge is finite or zero respectively, despite of the local polarization structure. The intensity profiles and singularity distributions in each case depends on the particular chosen function Φ(r, θ), giving the chance to model distributions of any optical singularity known. This gives a tool for achieving beams with hybrid SoPs, and novel intensity distributions.
We applied this generalization to the creation of multiplexed q-plates, defined by discontinuous functions, consisting on different q-plates encoded on complementary sets of randomly picked pixels from a SLM, obtaining in the far field regime the superposition of vortex/vector beams generated by the individual q-plates involved, a result that can not be achieved by conventional q-plate devices, and has potential application in many fields including quantum and classical communications, interferometry, optical trapping and micromanipulation, and singular optics in general.
